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PROPOSED INTERPRETATION FOR REQUEST C97008
C97008

Request:
Is the 855 Nomination Quick Response always due at noon even when the 850
nomination request is received earlier than 11:45 am by the transportation service
provider or is it always due 15 minutes later no matter when the 850 nomination request
is received? In other words, If a timely nomination is sent in at 9:30 am and received by
the TSP by 9:45 am, will the 855 quick response still be sent back at noon or does it
need to be sent back earlier by 10:00 am (15 minutes later)?
It needs to be clarified that the party sending back the 855 Nomination Quick Response
document as required under GISB standard 1.3.2 need not wait until noon to send it, but
instead should send it back within 15 minutes of receipt of the 850 nomination
transaction no matter when it is received consistent with GISB standards 4.3.2 and 4.3.3
and 4.3.9. The Quick response due at noon is only applicable in the case of the
nomination being received at 11:45 am. This allows a party to send in a nomination
early and still have time to make corrections if errors are discovered after receiving the
855 Quick response.
Interpretation Text:

“GISB Standard [insert the GISB Standard related to Request R97079 once ratified by
membership] sets forth the process and timing whereby Nominations documents are
responded to with Quick Response documents. This standard clarifies the expected
response time frame for those Service Requesters submitting Nominations documents
both associated with a nominations deadline and at other times not associated with a
nominations deadline.”

Excerpted from November 21, 1997 Interpretation Subcommittee Meeting Minutes

